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1 Practical and Provably Secure Three-Factor
2 Authentication Protocol Based on Extended
3 Chaotic-Maps for Mobile Lightweight Devices
4 Shuming Qiu , Ding Wang, Guoai Xu , and Saru Kumari

5 Abstract—Due to the limitations of symmetric-key techniques, authentication and key agreement (AKA) protocols based on public-key

6 techniques have attracted much attention, providing secure access and communication mechanism for various application

7 environments. Among these public-key techniques used for AKA protocols, chaotic-map is more effective than scalar multiplication and

8 modular exponentiation, and it offers a list of desirable cryptographic properties such as un-predictability, un-repeatability, un-certainty,

9 and higher efficiency than scalar multiplication and modular exponentiation. Furthermore, it is usually believed that three-factor AKA

10 protocols can achieve a higher security level than single- and two-factor protocols. However, none of existing three-factor AKA

11 protocols can meet all security requirements. One of the most prevalent problems is how to balance security and usability, and

12 particularly how to achieve truly three-factor security while providing password change friendliness. To deal with this problem, in this

13 article we put forward a provably secure three-factor AKA protocol based on extended chaotic-maps for mobile lightweight devices, by

14 adopting the techniques of “Fuzzy-Verifiers” and “Honeywords”. We prove the security of the proposed protocol in the random oracle

15 model, assuming the intractability of extended chaotic-maps Computational Diffie-Hellman problem. We also simulate the protocol by

16 using the AVISPA tool. The security analysis and simulation results show that our protocol can meet all 13 evaluation criteria regarding

17 security. We also assess the performance of our protocol by comparing with seven other related protocols. The evaluation results

18 demonstrate that our protocol offers better balance between security and usability over state-of-the-art ones.

19 Index Terms—Extended chaotic-maps, three-factor, authentication and key agreement, guessing attack, perfect forward secrecy

Ç

20 1 INTRODUCTION

21 WITH the booming of various sensitive applications
22 over the Internet, user privacy is becoming more
23 and more important, and has attracted widespread con-
24 cern. For example, in a telecare medicine scenario, physi-
25 cians are inclined to be assisted with health care systems
26 to check the patient’s medical records and diagnose the
27 diseases. In this system, the communication among the
28 physicians, patients and the servers is carried out through
29 an insecure open channel, it is convenient for the intruder
30 to carry out malicious attacks to forge the patients’
31 records, which is fatal for the patient. Furthermore, with

32the rapid development of mobile application technolo-
33gies, affordable and portable mobile lightweight devices
34are becoming very popular. Mobile lightweight devices
35(e.g.,: laptops, personal digital assistants, smartphone,
36smartwatch, and wearable devices) are able to access
37cloud servers for online payment, online voice and video
38chatting, mobile banking interaction, e-commerce, and so
39on anytime and anywhere. It has been estimated that by
402020, the number of mobile users worldwide will increase
41to 7.33 billion, 7.8 percent higher than the 6.8 billion users
42in 2019 [1]. This means that on average everyone in the
43world has one mobile device. However, due to the open-
44ness of wireless network communication, authentication
45and anonymity issues in mobile environments must be
46concerned. Otherwise, the security and privacy of the
47user data will be difficult to guarantee.
48The network communication between mobile users and
49cloud servers may suffer from various attacks, such as
50impersonation attack and password guessing attack. More-
51over, mobile devices are usually resource constrained and
52vulnerable to special network attacks. Therefore, it is indis-
53pensable to establish an authentication and key agreement
54(AKA) protocol to protect the conversations between the
55users with lightweight mobile devices and remote servers
56in various application environments. However, many pro-
57tocols sacrifice security in order to achieve usability. For
58example, the schemes in [2], [3] and [4] can’t resist key-
59compromised user impersonation attack, off-line password
60guessing attack and can’t provide three-factor security.
61The reason for these defects lies in that, on the one hand,
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62 their protocols do not follow the design principle of authen-
63 tication protocol proposed by Ma et al. [5] to achieve robust
64 security, on the other hand, the designers do not employ the
65 state-of-the-art technical means to improve usability.
66 Accordingly, designing an AKA protocol that can balance
67 security and usability remains a challenging problem.
68 Since the first password authentication and key agree-
69 ment protocol [6] was presented in 1981, hundreds of AKA
70 protocols have been proposed for Client-Server [7], [8], [9],
71 Multi-Server environment [10], Radio Frequency Identifica-
72 tion (RFID) systems [11], etc. For example, Durlanik and
73 Sogukpinar presented an AKA protocol for session initia-
74 tion protocol (SIP) using elliptic curve cryptography (ECC)
75 [8]. In 2014, Wang-Wang [12] provided the attack model,
76 the design principle and solutions for two-factor AKA pro-
77 tocols for wireless sensor networks. In 2018, Wang et al. [9]
78 analyzed the challenges in designing identity-based pri-
79 vacy-preserving AKA protocols for mobile devices.
80 In order to improve the computational efficiency of the
81 protocol in the mobile lightweight equipment and reduce
82 the communication cost of the protocol, initially scholars
83 tried to design a practical AKA protocol using symmetric
84 cryptography and hash functions (e.g., [11], [13], [14]). How-
85 ever, it is found that these protocols can not provide for-
86 ward secrecy, and the public-key cryptography technology
87 is indispensable to achieve forward secrecy according to Ma
88 et al [5]. Since then, the public key cryptography technology
89 is becoming to be widely used in AKA protocols. At pres-
90 ent, many public key cryptography techniques can be uti-
91 lized to design AKA protocols, for instance, ECC, RSA,
92 bilinear pairings and so on. Notably, another technique, i.e.,
93 chaotic-maps [15] (e.g., Logistic maps and Chebyshev-
94 maps), has been intensively studied by scholars. They refer
95 to the random irregular movement in the deterministic sys-
96 tem, whose behaviour is uncertain, unrepeatable and
97 unpredictable. Especially, chaotic maps have been widely
98 used in cryptography, such as using chaotic maps to design
99 encryption systems and key agreement protocols.

100 In 2005, Xiao et al. for the first time presented a deniable
101 AKA protocol for E-Commerce by using chaotic-maps [16].
102 Later, Alvarez showed that Xiao et al.’s protocol suffers the
103 security and efficiency limitations, for example, they
104 pointed out that this scheme cannot resist counterfeiting
105 attacks [17]. Later, Xiao et al. [18] improved Xiao et al.’s pro-
106 tocol [16] and presented an unconventional AKA protocol
107 based on chaotic-maps. Since then, a large number of cha-
108 otic-maps based AKA protocols [19], [20], [21], [22], [23],
109 [24] have been proposed for diverse application scenarios.
110 The above AKA protocols are mainly based on a single
111 authentication factor (i.e., password) or two authentication
112 factors (i.e., password + smart card). Being faced with
113 demanding security requirements and considering the pop-
114 ularity of mobile devices that supports biometric opera-
115 tions, traditional AKA protocols are integrated with the
116 third authentication factor (i.e., biometric) to achieve higher
117 security [20], [25], [26], [27], [28]. Biometrics belong to
118 ”something the user is” and are the invariable physiological
119 characteristics (such as fingerprint, face and iris) that people
120 have. It is usually called three-factor AKA protocol when it
121 is used together with password and smart card. Before the
122 password is verified, the user is required to provide her

123biological information. Compared with single-factor AKA
124protocols and two-factor AKA protocols, three-factor AKA
125protocols are considered to have certain advantages in secu-
126rity. Recently, AKA protocols based on three-factor have
127become a hot research topic. However, in many three-factor
128AKA protocols [2], [3], [4], [22], [29], three-factor security
129and other security goals actually cannot be fulfilled. There-
130fore, to make better usage of the advantage of biometrics, it
131is very important to construct an AKA protocol for mobile
132environments that can provide truly three-factor security
133while maintaining desirable usability properties.

1341.1 Related Work

135In 2013, Guo and Chang [26] put forward a two-factor AKA
136protocol by employing the chaos theory. But in 2015, Lin [30]
137found that Guo and Chang’s protocol can not provide ano-
138nymity and session-key security. Further, Lin presented an
139improved protocol to address these limitations [30]. After two
140years, Lee et al. [20] remarked that Lin’s protocol can not
141achieve the security requirements as claimed: Lin’s protocol is
142vulnerable to DoS attacks, internal enemy attacks and cannot
143ensure secure key agreement. To eliminate the defects of Lin’s
144protocol, Lee et al. put forward an enhanced two-factor AKA
145protocol while employing extended chaotic-maps that is the
146extended version of chaotic-map in interval ð�1;þ1Þ. Lee
147et al. [20] argued that their solution is secured against all
148known attacks. But, we find that Lee et al.’s protocol cannot
149resist the temporary information leakage attack, key compro-
150mise impersonation attack and does not provide important
151usability properties such as local password update (i.e., the
152criterion C2 in [31]) and timely false password detection (i.e.,
153the criterion C9 in [31]).
154In 2014, Islam [32] designed a three-factor AKA protocol
155based on extended chaotic-mapping and remarked that his
156protocol provides security against various known attacks
157including smart card loss attacks and upholds the three-fac-
158tor security characteristics. Despite of such claims, in 2016,
159Jiang et al. [23] revealed that Islam’s proposal can not pro-
160vide false password timely inspection functions and is
161prone to off-line password guessing attack, smart card loss
162attack, and biological sample leaks. To cope the mentioned
163limitations, Jiang et al. [23] presented a new three-
164factor AKA protocol by using the fuzzy verification method
165and proved that the scheme does not only resist all kinds
166of attacks but also holds essential security features. Never-
167theless, we remark that Jiang et al.’s proposal is prone
168to key compromise user impersonation attack and clock-
169synchronization attack.
170In 2015, on the basis of Lee’s work [33], Liu et al. [21] ana-
171lyzed the AKA protocol using chaotic-maps that are pre-
172sented by Guo et al. [34]. The authors revealed various
173security limitations of Guo et al.’s protocol: it cannot provide
174mutual authentication and is vulnerable to denial of service
175(DoS) attack, replay attack and guessing attack. Later, Liu
176et al. [21] put forward an improved two-party AKA proto-
177col. Liu et al. remarked that their presented protocol could
178resist all known attacks. On the contrary, in 2016, Chen et al.
179[35] pointed out that the proposal of Liu et al. [21] is unable
180to resist the off-line password-guessing-attack, failing to
181achieve truly three-factor security.

2 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON DEPENDABLE AND SECURE COMPUTING
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182 In 2017, Wazid et al. [2] proposed a three-factor user
183 authentication protocol for renewable-energy-based smart
184 grid environment. We observed that, this protocol only uses
185 the lightweight cryptographic computations to improve effi-
186 ciency and the verifier parameterCI�i can be used to perform
187 off-line password guessing. Therefore, this protocol can nei-
188 ther resist off-line password guessing attack nor provide per-
189 fect forward secrecy and three-factor security. In 2018, Roy
190 et al. [3] designed a chaotic map-based anonymous authenti-
191 cation protocol with fuzzy extractor for crowdsourcing Inter-
192 net of Things whose verifier parameter fi is also vulnerable
193 to be performed off-line password guessing. In the same
194 year, Islam et al. [4] also proposed a provably secure three-
195 factor protocol for multimedia big data communications.
196 Similar defectsmake the protocol of Islam et al. [4] vulnerable
197 to off-line guessing attack and key compromised user imper-
198 sonation attack and unable to provide functionality and
199 security features such as three-factor security.
200 In 2018, Chatterjee et al. [10] used the Chebyshev chaotic
201 map, cryptographic hash function and symmetric key
202 encryption/decryption to construct a three-factor AKA pro-
203 tocol for multi-server environments. Nevertheless, it can be
204 observed that their protocol cannot achieve truly three-
205 factor security: the explicit password verifier Ai enables
206 guessing attackers to off-line guess passwords and identi-
207 ties when the other two factors (i.e., biometric and smart
208 card) are leaked. Note that, truly three-factor security is the
209 most essential goal of a three-factor AKA protocol.

210 1.2 Motivations and Contribution

211 To be practical, a three-factor AKA protocol based on cha-
212 otic-maps should be able to provide comprehensive secu-
213 rity goals and various desirable properties. Most essentially,
214 a three-factor AKA protocol must satisfy at least five secu-
215 rity goals: (1) Truly three-factor security, that is, if an
216 attacker gains any two of the three authentication factors
217 (i.e., password, smart card and biometric), the attacker can
218 not successfully figure out the third factor; (2) Anonymity
219 and un-traceability, including identity protection and user
220 un-traceability; (3) Resistance against password guessing
221 attacks, including off-line guessing attacks and on-line gues-
222 sing attacks; (4) Session-key security, that is, the attacker
223 can not steal or calculate the session key negotiated bet-
224 ween the user and the server, which includes that the proto-
225 col should provide perfect forward security, and can resist
226 session-specific temporary information leakage attacks; (5)
227 Resistance to impersonation attacks, including user imper-
228 sonation attacks, server impersonation attacks, and key-
229 compromise impersonation attacks.
230 However, existing state-of-the-art three-factor AKA pro-
231 tocols can not satisfy at least one of the above five security
232 goals. For example, the protocols in [2] and [29] can not pro-
233 vide truly three-factor security, the protocol in [21] can not
234 provide user un-traceability, the protocols in [29] and [3]
235 can not resist off-line guessing attacks and session-key secu-
236 rity, and the protocol in [22] can not resist counterfeiting
237 attacks. Shin and Kobara [36] pointed out that any passive/
238 active attacker can find out the client’s password and the
239 static key by utilizing off-line guessing attacks against the
240 IEEE 1363.2 Standard [37] and its multi-server system [38].

241Another defect of existing state-of-the-art three-factor
242AKA protocols is that most of them assume that passwords
243follow the uniform distribution when formulating the
244advantages of the attacker. However, Wang et al. [31], [39]
245have proved that user-chosen passwords follow the Zipf’s
246law, a vastly different distribution from the widely used
247(but unrealistic) uniform distribution. It illustrates that an
248AKA protocol with passwords of the Zipf’s distribution is
249inherently difficult to resist both online and offline pass-
250word guessing attacks, and a proper security formulation
251for the advantages of the attacker shall be used. To solve the
252common security problems in existing three-factor AKA
253protocols, we put forward a secure three-factor AKA proto-
254col by combining biometric and chaotic-maps for mobile
255lightweight devices to secure data communications.
256In all, this paper makes the following key contributions:

2571) In order to resist password guessing attacks, existing
258three-factor AKA protocols generally adopt two
259ways. The first way is that in the login phase, the
260protocol does not provide the usability property of
261timely password typo detection. The other way is
262that password verification parameters are stored in
263smart cards. Following the first way, the protocol
264can avoid the password guessing attacks caused by
265the leakage of the password verifier, but it brings
266additional computational burden and the risk of
267denial of service attacks to the server. Most protocols
268follows the second way, but they cannot effectively
269resist password guessing attacks once the password
270verifier is leaked. Fortunately, in this paper, we use
271the technique of “Fuzzy-Verifiers” [39] to construct a
272fuzzy password verifier, and then we combine the
273notion of “Honeywords” [39] to design a robust
274three-factor AKA protocol based on extended cha-
275otic-maps and biometrics, which can effectively
276resist password guessing attack.
2772) We prove that the proposed protocol is semantically
278secure under the random oracle model based on cha-
279otic-maps computational Diffie-Hellman problem,
280demonstrate how the protocol satisfies the 13 secu-
281rity evaluation criteria and simulate the protocol by
282making use of the AVISPA automated tool.
2833) We perform a comparative analysis of the security,
284computation and communication cost of the proposed
285protocol with seven state-of-the-art related protocols,
286e.g., Wazid et al. [2] (IEEE Trans. II’17), Roy et al. [3]
287(IEEE IoTJ’18) and Islam et al. [4] (IEEE IoTJ’18). Com-
288parison results demonstrate that the proposed proto-
289col for mobile lightweight devices can achieve a better
290balance between security and usability.

2911.3 Roadmap of This Paper

292The roadmap of this paper is as follows: Section 2 introdu-
293ces necessary preliminaries, including the adversary model
294and the 13 evaluation criteria for three-factor AKA proto-
295cols. In Section 3, we present our new protocol. The formal
296security proof and heuristic security arguments are pre-
297sented in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. Section 5 sum-
298marizes the comparison of security, communication and
299computation cost. Section 6 concludes the paper.
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301 In this section, we present some relevant preliminaries nec-
302 essary for the understanding of the remaining of this paper,
303 as well as the evaluation criteria. A summary of notations
304 used in this paper is presented in Table 1.

305 2.1 Extended Chebyshev Chaotic-Maps ([40], [41])

306 Definition 1 (Chebyshev chaotic-maps). Assume n 2 Zþ

307 and x 2 ½�1; 1� are real numbers, TnðxÞ : ½�1; 1� ! ½�1; 1�
308 denotes the Chebyshev polynomial and is formulated as
309 TnðxÞ ¼ cosðn � cos�1ðxÞÞ; while the recurrence relation is pre-
310 sented as TnðxÞ ¼ 2xTn�1ðxÞ � Tn�2ðxÞ; where n52, T0ðxÞ ¼
311 1 and T1ðxÞ ¼ x .

312 Proposition 1. The Chebyshev polynomial is closed under the
313 semigroup property, that is: TrðTsðxÞÞ ¼ cosðr � cos�1ðcosðs �
314 cos�1ðxÞÞÞÞ ¼ cosðrs � cos�1ðxÞÞ ¼ TsrðxÞ; where s; r 2 Zþ

315 and x 2 ½�1; 1�.
316 Bergamo et al. [42] pointed out that Chebyshev polynomial
317 map based public key cryptography is not secure. Three
318 years later in 2008, Zhang [41] showed that Chebyshev poly-
319 nomial map holds the semigroup property on the interval
320 ð�1;þ1Þ, and Chebyshev polynomial map can be
321 extended as TnðxÞ ¼ 2xTn�1ðxÞ � Tn�2ðxÞ mod p, where p
322 refers to large prime and x 2 ð�1;þ1Þ. The aforemen-
323 tioned polynomials are called the extended Chebyshev pol-
324 ynomials that are closed under semigroup property.

325 Definition 2 (CMDLP). For a given real number x 2
326 ½�1;þ1� and an extended Chebyshev polynomial y, the Cha-
327 otic-maps discrete logarithm problem states that it is hard
328 for a PPT adversary A to compute r (the secret integer) so that
329 y ¼ TrðxÞ mod p. That is, for any PPT adversary A within a
330 bounded time t, the probability AdvCMDLP

A ðtÞ ¼ Pr½Aðx; yÞ ¼
331 r : r 2 Z�

p; y ¼ TrðxÞ mod p� is negligible, i.e., AdvCMDL
A ðtÞ

332 4�, where � refers to some negligible function.

333 Definition 3 (CMCDHP). For a given real number x 2
334 ½�1;þ1� and two extended Chebyshev polynomials
335 TrðxÞ mod p and TsðxÞ mod p, the Chaotic-maps computa-
336 tional Diffie-Hellman problem states that it is hard for a
337 PPT A to compute TsrðxÞ mod p. That is, for any PPT A
338 within a bounded time t, the probability AdvCMCDHP

A ðtÞ ¼
339 Pr½Aðx; TsðxÞ mod p; TrðxÞ mod pÞ ¼ TsrðxÞ mod p : s; r 2
340 Z�

p� is negligible, i.e., AdvCMDHP
A ðtÞ4�, where � refers to some

341 negligible function.

342 2.2 Fuzzy Extractor of Biometrics

343 Given a biometric input BIO, the fuzzy extractor extracts a
344 nearly random string s in an error-tolerant manner. If BIO0

345can be considered as the change, but closely related to BIO,
346then the extracted s remains the same due to auxiliary
347string t. A fuzzy extractor comprises the following two
348phases [23], [43]: (1). GENðBIOÞ ¼ ðs; tÞ. GEN refers to a
349probabilistic generator that outputs an auxiliary string t

350and an extracted string s, when given a biometric input
351BIO. (2). REP ðBIO0; tÞ ¼ s, If BIO0 is reasonably close to
352BIO, then REP refers to the deterministic reproduction pro-
353cedure that allows one to recover s from the corresponding
354auxiliary string t and BIO0.

3552.3 Adversary Model

356Based on existing adversary models, particularly those pre-
357sented in [31], [39], [44], [45], [46], [47], [48], [49], [50], [51],
358we summarize the capacities of the adversary for three-fac-
359tor AKA protocols to be as follows:

3601) The adversary A can reveal all parameters stored in
361the smart-card of the user, using power analysis or
362other side-channel techniques.
3632) A can block, intercept, modify, delete, and resend
364any message sent over the open channel.
3653) A can offline enumerate all pairs of ðPWi; IDiÞ from
366ðDPW ;DIDÞ within polynomial time, where DID and
367DPW refer to the space of identities and passwords,
368respectively. In fact, the space of identity and pass-
369word is very limited in real life, according to [48]
370and [49], jDIDj � jDPW j � 106.
3714) If anyone can register as a legitimate user, then A can
372also be registered.
3735) A can steal or copy one’s credentials through any
374biometric based terminal.
3756) Improper erasure may result inA obtaining previous
376session keys (e.g., using digital forensic techniques).
3777) In three-factor AKA protocols, an adversary A can
378obtain any two of the three factors, but not all three
379at the same time [51].
3808) When evaluating the perfect forward secrecy or key-
381compromise impersonation attack, A is assumed to
382have obtained the long-term private key of the server.

3832.4 Security Evaluation Criteria

384The key to evaluate goodness of an AKA protocol is to see
385whether the design of the protocol meets the basic princi-
386ples of AKA protocol, that is, security and practicability. For
387practicality, it mainly depends on whether the computa-
388tional and communication consumptions of protocol execu-
389tion are optimal within the allowable range of application
390environment. For security, it is necessary to determine
391whether the protocol meets the security requirements of
392AKA protocols in specific environments. The security

TABLE 1
Notations and abbreviations

Notation Description Notation Description Notation Description

S Server v Random number of S u Random numbers of Ui

Ui User s Private key of S Hð�Þ,H0ð�Þ One-way hash-function
IDi; PWi Identity, password of Ui A Malicious adversary SK Session key between Ui and S
p Large prime jj String concatenation operation GENð�Þ Biometric key extraction algorithm
TsðxÞ Public key of S � Bitwise XOR operation REP ð�Þ Biometric key reproduction algorithm

4 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON DEPENDABLE AND SECURE COMPUTING
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393 objectives of AKA protocols are different in literature [27],
394 [39], [44], [52], [53], [54]. For example, HMQV [52] pointed
395 out that key-compromised user impersonation attacks
396 should be considered.
397 Wang et al. [39] proposed 12 security indicators for two-
398 factor AKA protocols, and Wang et al. [53] summarized the
399 security indicators for AKA protocols in wireless sensor net-
400 works (WSN). Table 2 (adapted from [39] and [53]) refers to
401 the security indicators proposed by these protocols [27],
402 [39], [44], [52], [53], [54] to cover the security requirements
403 of single-factor, two-factor ([14], [28]) and three-factor AKA
404 protocols. Nevertheless, when analyzing specific AKA pro-
405 tocols, we should treat them differently according to the
406 number of factors, the characteristics of cryptography and
407 the application environment. For example, when analyzing
408 the security of a single-factor AKA protocol or a double-fac-
409 tor AKA protocol, we do not consider three-factor security,
410 which is the inherent security characteristic of three-factor
411 AKA protocols.
412 It should be noted that in three-factor AKA protocols,
413 password and biometric friendliness (EC3) means that users
414 are allowed to choose passwords and biometric features
415 freely and update these factors efficiently and locally. No
416 smart-card loss attack (EC6) means that the protocol should
417 be able to resist the smart card loss attack, that is, anyone
418 who obtains a legitimate user’s smart card should not be
419 able to change or restore the password through online, off-
420 line or hybrid guessing techniques within polynomial time,
421 or imitate the user to login and execute the protocol, even if
422 the user’s biometrics is compromised. It should be noted
423 that resistance to known attacks (EC7) should include ses-
424 sion-specific temporary information attacks and (key-com-
425 promised) user impersonation attacks [52]. Moreover, EC7

426 also includes off/on-line password guessing attack, privi-
427 leged insider attack, de-synchronization attack, replay
428 attack, server impersonation attack and man-in-the-middle
429 attack, etc. Three-factor security (EC12) means that for any
430 three-factor AKA protocol, even if any two of the three fac-
431 tors are leaked, but not all, it should resist all known attacks.
432 Undetectable online guessing attack refers to cases where
433 failed online guesses cannot be distinguished, detected and
434 logged by the server (who cannot obtain the identity of the
435 victim user). Detectable online guessing attack refers to

436cases where the server can find out who the communicating
437party is. In order to resist detectable online guessing attacks,
438it is recommended to set a limit on the times of user login
439request message validation errors (preset threshold value)
440on the server side. When analyzing online guessing attacks,
441we assume that the server is legal and reliable, acting as a
442password verification oracle. It should be noted that the
443online guessing attack in this paper are the detectable online
444guessing attack.

4453 PROPOSED PROTOCOL

446To meet security needs of AKA protocol for mobile users in
447Client-Server environment , in our protocol we adopt at
448least the following six approaches:

4491) In order to prevent attacks from privileged insiders, in
450the registration phase, we only pass IDi to the server,
451construct password login verifiers by using the fuzzy
452verification technology [39], and produce randomnum-
453bers of biometrics by using the fuzzy extractor [43].
4542) To resist password guessing attack, on the one hand,
455we use “Fuzzy-Verifiers” to provide the resilience to
456offline password guessing attack [39] and to ensure
457timely password typo detection, efficient password
458update and three-factor security, where Wi ¼
459HððHðIDiÞ � VPWiÞ mod n0Þ is the key parameter.
460On the other hand, we set “Honeywords” [39] to
461resist online password guessing attack.
4623) According to [25], to ensure perfect forward secrecy
463and efficiency, we employ Chaotic-maps (from the
464public key cryptosystem domain).
4654) In order to provide security against key compromise
466user impersonation attacks, we propose storing a
467secret parameter ri securely at the server side (e.g.,
468stored in an auxiliary server as with [9]).
4695) We present a dynamic identity approach by employ-
470ing a public key algorithm to provide user un-trace-
471ability, i.e., C3 ¼ ðIDijjB0Þ �H0ðC2Þ.
4726) The session key will be computed as SK ¼
473HðIDijjCIDijjB0jjBnew

0 jjTuðTsðxÞÞjjTvðTuðxÞÞÞ, instead
474of TuðTvðxÞÞ to resist session-specific temporary
475information attacks. In addition, our scheme pro-
476vides comprehensive features including revocation
477and re-registration.
478In all, the proposed three-factor AKA protocol meets all 13
479evaluation indicatorsEC1-EC13 outlined in Table 2. The proto-
480col comprises six phases, namely: setup, registration (as
481depicted in Fig. 1), login and authentication (Fig. 2), password
482or biometrics updating (Fig. 3), revocation and re-registration.

4833.1 System Setup Phase

484The server S randomly selects a number s 2 Z�
p as well as

485two one-way hash-functions Hð�Þ (SHA-160) and H0ð�Þ
486(SHA-320). Then, S calculates the public key TsðxÞ, publi-
487cizes these parameters fTsðxÞ; x;Hð�Þ; H0ð�Þ}, and keeps a
488long private key s as a secret.

4893.2 Registration Phase

490In order to resist privileged insider attack, we only send
491identity IDi to the server S.

TABLE 2
Security Evaluation Criteria for Three-Factor AKA

Protocols (Adapted From [39], [53])

Notation Term

EC1 User Anonymity and Un-Traceability
EC2 Password-Verifier-Table is unwanted
EC3 Password and Biometric Friendliness
EC4 Password Exposure is avoidable
EC5 Timely Typo Detection
EC6 No smart-card Loss Attack
EC7 Resistance to Known Attacks
EC8 Key-Agreement provision
EC9 Mutual-Authentication verification
EC10 No Clock Synchronization
EC11 Sound-Repairability
EC12 Three-Factor Security
EC13 Perfect Forward Secrecy

QIU ET AL.: PRACTICAL AND PROVABLY SECURE THREE-FACTOR AUTHENTICATION PROTOCOL BASED ON EXTENDED CHAOTIC-MAPS... 5
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of492 Step 1.The userUi selects an IDi and sends it to the server S.

493 Step 2. Upon getting fIDig, S picks ei, ri 2R Z�
p and com-

494 putes CIDi ¼ HðIDijjeiÞ, B0 ¼ HðIDijjsjjrijjCIDiÞ. S stores
495 fIDi; ri;Honey List ¼ Nullg in its database, inputs
496 fTsðxÞ; x; CIDig to a new smart card SCi and finally sends
497 fSCi; B0g to Ui.
498 Step 3. Upon receiving the smart card SCi from the server
499 S, the user Ui inputs her new password and fingerprints
500 BIOi into SCi. Then, smart card SCi randomly generates a
501 number 24 � n0 � 28 and calculates some important param-
502 eters as follows: GENðBIOiÞ ¼ ðsi; tiÞ, VPWi ¼ HðPWijj
503 IDijjCIDijjsiÞ, Wi ¼ HððHðIDiÞ � VPWiÞ mod n0Þ, B1 ¼
504 B0 � VPWi � si. Finally, the smart card SCi contains the fol-
505 lowing parameters: fCIDi;B1;Wi; ti; TsðxÞ; x; n0g and
506 fHð�Þ; H0ð�Þ; GENð�Þ; REP ð�Þg.
507 Remark 1. Traditionally, the Honey List contains all the
508 honeywords (seemingly like the real password but not
509 correct) that have been tried by the attacker [55], [56]. In
510 this work, the Honey List contains all the honey parame-
511 ters B0

0 (seemingly like the real parameters B0 ¼

537537537537 HðIDijjsjjrijjCIDiÞ but not correct) that have been tried
538by the attacker: whenever the honey parameters B0

0 is
539being tried, it indicates that the attacker has extracted the
540password verifier Wi stored in the user’s smart card. See
541more detailed analysis in Section 4.2.6.

5423.3 Login and Mutual Authentication Phase

543After the user Ui is registered with the server S successfully,
544she transmits the login request to S when she wishes to
545obtain some service – see below:
546Step 1. Ui inputs the smart card SCi into a card reader,
547and provides IDi, PWi and BIO�

i to SCi. Then, SCi com-
548putes si ¼ REP ðBIO�

i ; tiÞ, VPWi ¼ HðPWijjIDijjCIDijjsiÞ
549and checks whether Wi ¼? HððHðIDiÞ � VPWiÞ mod n0Þ. If
550not, SCi rejects the login request. Otherwise, SCi computes
551B0 ¼ B1 � VPWi � si. Subsequently, SCi picks u 2R Z�

p and
552computes C1 ¼ TuðxÞ, C2 ¼ TuðTsðxÞÞ, C3 ¼ ðIDijjB0Þ �
553H0ðC2Þ, C4 ¼ HðIDijjCIDijjB0jjC2jjC3Þ. Finally, SCi sends
554fCIDi; C1; C3; C4g to S.
555Step 2. After obtaining fCIDi; C1; C3; C4g, S calculates
556C2 ¼ TsðC1Þ, ðID0

ijjB0
0Þ ¼ C3 �H0ðC2Þ. Then, S searches

557fIDi; ri;Honey Listg in its database. If ID0
i cannot be

558searched, the session is terminated. Otherwise, S proceeds
559to the next step. S computes B0 ¼ HðIDijjsjjrijjCIDiÞ and
560checks whether C4 ¼HðIDijjCIDijjB0jjC2jjC3Þ.

?

If they are
561unequal, S terminates this session. Otherwise, S checks
562whether the derived B0

0 equals the computed B0. If they are
563equal, S proceeds to the next step. If they are unequal, S
564knows that Ui’s smart card has been corrupted and the
565adversary did not get the real password. Accordingly, S
566inserts the honeyword B0

0 into Honey List and wraps this
567login request. Moreover, if jHoney Listj >¼ N0 (Such as
568the threshold N0 ¼ 5), where N0 is a threshold value, S sus-
569pends the use of SCi until Ui re-registers and requests to
570restore SCi. Otherwise, S picks enewi 2R Z�

p and calculates
571CIDnew

i ¼ HðIDijjenewi Þ, Bnew
0 ¼ HðIDijjsjjrijjCIDnew

i Þ. Sub-
572sequently, S updates fIDi;Honey List ¼ Nullg in its back-
573end database. Moreover, S picks v 2R Z�

p and computesFig. 2. Login and authentication.

Fig. 1. User registration.

Fig. 3. Password or biometrics updating.
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574 C5 ¼ TvðxÞ, C6 ¼ TvðC1Þ, C7 ¼ ðCIDnew
i jjBnew

0 Þ �HðC6jjB0Þ,
575 SKs ¼ HðIDijjCIDijjB0jjBnew

0 jjC2jjC6Þ and C8 ¼ HðIDijj
576 CIDijjB0jjC2jjC5jjSKsÞ. Lastly, S sends fC5; C7; C8g to SCi.
577 Step 3. On receiving the message fC5; C7; C8g, SCi com-
578 putes C6 ¼ TuðC5Þ, ðCIDnew

i jjBnew
0 Þ ¼ C7 �HðC6jjB0Þ, SKu

579 ¼ HðIDijjCIDijjB0jjBnew
0 jjC2jjC6Þ; and verifies C8 ¼? HðIDijj

580 CIDijjB0jjC2jjC5jjSKuÞ. If not, SCi aborts this session. Oth-
581 erwise, SCi considers a shared key SK ¼ SKu ¼ SKs is
582 being shared with S. Subsequently, SCi randomly generates
583 a number 24 � nnew

0 � 28 and calculates VPWnew
i ¼

584 HðPWijjIDijjCIDnew
i jjsiÞ, Wnew

i ¼ HððHðIDiÞ � VPWnew
i Þ

585 mod nnew
0 Þ, and Bnew

1 ¼ Bnew
0 � VPWnew

i � si. Finally, the
586 smart card SCi replaces fCIDi;Wi; B1; n0g with fCIDnew

i ;
587 Wnew

i ; Bnew
1 ; nnew

0 g.

588 3.4 Password or Biometrics Update Phase

589 Ui injects her smart-card into the card reader, and provides
590 IDi, PWi and BIO�

i . Then, SCi calculates si ¼ REP
591 ðBIO�

i ; tiÞ, VPWi ¼ HðPWijjIDijjCIDijjsiÞ and checks
592 whether Wi ¼? HððHðIDiÞ � VPWiÞ mod n0Þ. If not, SCi

593 declines this update request. Otherwise, SCi acknowledges
594 this update request.
595 Case I. If Ui only wants to change the password, then she
596 inputs a new password PWnew

i . SCi will then randomly gen-
597 erate 24 � n0

0 � 28 and calculates VPWnew
i ¼ HðPWnew

i

598 jjIDijjCIDijjsiÞ, Wnew
i ¼ HððHðIDiÞ � VPWnew

i Þ mod n0
0Þ

599 and Bnew
1 ¼ ðB1 � VPWi � siÞ � VPWnew

i � si. Finally, SCi

600 replaces fWi;B1; n0gwith fWnew
i ; Bnew

1 ; n0
0g.

601 Case II. If Ui only wants to change the biometrics, then
602 she inputs a new biometrics BIOnew

i . Then, SCi randomly
603 generates a number 24 � n0

0 � 28 and calculates GEN
604 ðBIOnew

i Þ ¼ ðsnew
i ; tnewi Þ, VPWnew

i ¼ HðPWijjIDijj CIDijj
605 snew

i Þ, Wnew
i ¼ HððHðIDiÞ � VPWnew

i Þ mod n0
0Þ and Bnew

1 ¼
606 ðB1 � VPWi � siÞ � VPWnew

i � snew
i . Finally, SCi replaces

607 fWi;B1; ti; n0gwith fWnew
i ; Bnew

1 ; tnewi ; n0
0g.

608 Case III. If Ui wants to change both her biometrics and the
609 password simultaneously, then she inputs a new password
610 PWnew

i and a new biometrics BIOnew
i . Subsequently, SCi

611 randomly generates a number 24 � n0
0 � 28 and calculates

612 GENðBIOnew
i Þ ¼ ðsnew

i ; tnewi Þ, VPWnew
i ¼ HðPWnew

i jjIDijj
613 CIDijjsnew

i Þ, Wnew
i ¼ HððHðIDiÞ � VPWnew

i Þ mod n0
0Þ and

614 Bnew
1 ¼ ðB1 � VPWi � siÞ � VPWnew

i � snew
i . Finally, SCi

615 replaces fWi;B1; ti; n0gwith fWnew
i ; Bnew

1 ; tnewi ; n0
0g:

616 3.5 Revocation Phase

617 In this subsection, we provide a feature that allows the user
618 to block a stolen or misplaced smart card:
619 Step 1. Ui verifies the authentication of smart card is simi-
620 lar to the login phase. If SCi authenticates Ui as a legitimate
621 user, SCi sends the revocation-request fCIDi; C1; C3; C4;
622 Revoke requestg to the server.
623 Step 2. Upon getting the revocation-request, S authenti-
624 cates SCi by verifying C4. If it is found to be invalid, S denies
625 this revocation-request. Otherwise, S sets jHoney Listj >¼
626 N0 such that SCi is revoked. Finally, SCi is suspended until
627 Ui re-registers.

628 3.6 Re-Registration Phase

629 If a legitimate user’s smart-card is revoked or the number of
630 times that the user cannot be authenticated by the server S

631exceeds the maximum threshold value, then Ui is required
632to re-register. In this case, Ui will not be able to log into the
633system even though she inputs the correct values
634fIDi; PWi;BIOig. However, Ui can re-register by perform-
635ing the following steps:
636Step 1. Ui submits the re-registration request fIDi; Re�
637register requestg to S through a private channel.
638Step 2. Upon receiving the request message from Ui, the
639server S uniquely identifies the user Ui by checking her
640identity information such as her SSN, national card number,
641or some other relevant legal identity documents issued by
642the government. Afterwards, if IDi is found in the database,
643S confirms whether jHoney Listj >¼ N0. And if SCi is
644found to be revoked, then S accepts this request and per-
645forms Steps 2 and 3 of the Registration phase to complete
646re-registration. Otherwise, S rejects this request.

647Remark 2. In the login and authentication phase, if the
648unexpected termination of the protocol occurs before the
649second message reaches the user, in next login phase the
650user still can authenticate at the server although B0 is not
651updated at the user. On the other hand, since CIDi

652updates after each successful login authentication and
653key agreement, if the user uses the old B0, then user
654untraceability can still be ensured. In addition, since we
655use random numbers when computing the session key
656replay attack (which will create the Denial-of-service to
657the legal user) is also impossible although the login
658request is valid forever. In summary, the reason why the
659above vulnerabilities will not occur is that the server side
660will not store B0.

6614 SECURITY ANALYSIS

662In this section, we provide the formal security proof, heuristic
663security analysis and security simulation with AVISP for the
664proposed protocol. Among them, the security simulation
665based on AVISPA software can be found on the Computer
666Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.
667org/10.1109/TDSC.2020.3022797 and also at http://wang
668dingg.weebly.com/publications.html. For ease of descrip-
669tion, we abbreviate the proposed protocol to CM3FAKAP.

6704.1 Formal Security Proof

671We will now formally prove the security of CM3FAKP
672under the CMCDH assumption in the random oracle model.

6734.1.1 Security Model

674The security of CM3FAKAP relies on the BPR2000 [57] and
675Bresson [58] models , and we also use the technique of
676Wang et al. [39] in our proof.
677Participants. A three-factor AKAP involve two partici-
678pants, namely: U and S. Each participant has a number of
679distinct instances called oracles. The ith instance of U and
680the jth instance of S are denoted by Ui and Sj, respectively.
681Besides, any instance is denoted as I.
682Queries. The interaction between an adversary A and the
683protocol participants occurs only via oracle queries, which
684model the adversary capabilities in a real attack. The types
685of queries that can be used by A are as follows:
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686 – ExecuteðUi; SjÞ : The passive eavesdropping of a
687 protocol is captured by this query, and its output
688 comprises all communication transcripts of the pro-
689 tocol between Ui and Sj.
690 – SendðUi; StartÞ This query represents the initializa-
691 tion of protocol P.
692 – SendðIi;mÞ : The active attacks are captured by this
693 query.More precisely,A constructs a forgedmessagem
694 by blocking and intercepting a message. Afterwards, A
695 sendsm to instance Ii and obtains the response from Ii.
696 – RevealðIiÞ : The misuse of session keys is modelled
697 by this query. It responds with Ii’s SK to A if the
698 instance Ii accepts the session and generates a ses-
699 sion key SK. Otherwise, it returns ?.
700 – CorruptðIi; aÞ : A can reveal any two of the three fac-
701 tors: password and biometric, password and smart-
702 card, biometric and smart-card, but not all three
703 simultaneously in order to evade the trivial case: (i).
704 If a ¼ 1 and I ¼ U , then it reveals PW of U and all
705 parameters held by the smart card. If a ¼ 2 and I ¼
706 U , then it reveals the biometric information of U and
707 all parameters held by the smart card. If a ¼ 3 and
708 I ¼ U , then it reveals the password and biometric
709 information of U . (ii). If a ¼ 1 and I ¼ S, then it
710 reveals the long-term private s of S.
711 – TestðIiÞ : This query models the session key’s seman-
712 tic security. Upon receiving the query, a coin b is
713 flipped. If b ¼ 0, then a random key having the same
714 size as that of SK is returned toA. If b ¼ 1, then SK is
715 passed to A. ? is returned to A, if no SK for instance
716 Ii is generated. During the adversary’s execution time,
717 this query can be called any time (but only once).
718 Partnering. Two instances Ui and Sj become partners if:
719 (1) Ui and Sj are accepted; (2)Ui and Sj have the same ses-
720 sion identifier ðsidÞ, i.e., sidiU ¼ sidjS . (3) The partner identi-
721 fier ðpidÞ of Sj is U and the converse also holds.
722 Freshness. A user instance or a server instance is referred
723 to as fresh, if (1) I has computed an accepted session key.
724 (2) A or its partner does not make any Reveal-query I. (3)
725 From the start of the game, A makes Corrupt-query at most
726 once to I or to its partner.

727 Definition 4 (AKA-Security). Suppose SuccðAÞ refers to the
728 event that A asks a TestðUiÞ query for some freshly accepted
729 instances, and reveals b0 as a guess bit against the bit b that was
730 chosen for the Test-query. The advantage of an adversary for
731 breaching the semantic security of P is presented as
732 AdvAKA

p ðAÞ ¼ j2Pr½SuccðAÞ� � 1j ¼ j2Pr½b0 ¼ b� � 1j: The
733 CM3FAKAP achieves the AKA� security if for any PPT
734 adversary A, the advantage AdvAKA

CM3FAKAP ðAÞ is negligible.

735 4.1.2 Security Proof

736 The Difference Lemma that is incorporated for our sequence
737 of games is introduced in Lemma 1.

738 Lemma 1. [59] Suppose E1; E2; F refer to the events defined in
739 some probability distribution, and assume that E1 ^ :F()
740 E2 ^ :F . It implies that jPr½E1� � Pr½E2�j4Pr½F �.
741 Theorem 1. Suppose that AdvAKA

CM3FAKAP;DðAÞ is the probability
742 of success of the PPT adversary A within a bounded time t to
743 break the semantic security of the presented protocol. Assume

744that A asks qh times Hash-queries, qe times Execute-queries
745and qs times Send-queries. Then,

AdvAKA
CM3FAKAP;DðAÞ 4 2C0 � qs0s þ ðqs þ qh þ q2hÞ

2l�1

þ 2ðqs þ qeÞ2
p

þ 2qhAdv
CMCDH
A ðt0Þ;

747747

748where D refers to password space that follows a Zipf’s law [31]
749in terms of frequency distribution, s0 and C0 denote the Zipf
750parameters, l is the bit length of the output of the Hash func-
751tion (e.g., l ¼ 160), t04tþ ðqs þ qe þ 1ÞTc, Tc is the computa-
752tional time required for the extended chaotic-maps.

753Proof. Suppose that the adversary A is able to break the
754security of the CM3FAKAP, in this case, we design an
755algorithm B that solves the Chaotic-maps computational Dif-
756fie-Hellmanproblem (CMCDHP).Moreprecisely,B responds
757Tu’ðxÞ against the instance ðx;TuðxÞ; T’ðxÞÞ of CMCDHP,
758where u;’ are two integers. The proof is comprised of
759sequence of games: E0;E1; . . . ;E5. Let Ei refer to the event
760thatA outputs the correct b inEi, where ði ¼ 0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5Þ.
761Game E0. In this experiment, the simulation of real
762attack is executed in the random oracle model. A has the
763access to all the oracles. Thus, we have

AdvAKA
CM3FAKAP;DðAÞ ¼ j2Pr½E0� � 1j: (1) 765765

766

767Game E1. This experiment simulates the random ora-
768cle H by managing a hash list LH and LA. Since all
769oracles are simulated as the real attack, therefore, this
770experiment cannot be distinguished from the actual exe-
771cution of the protocol. Fig. 4 depicts all queries asked by
772A. Thus, we have

jPr½E1� � Pr½E0�j ¼ 0: 774774

775

776Game E2. This experiment simulates all kinds of
777queries just like in game E1, except that the simulation is
778aborted in the following two cases: (1). Collisions on the
779output of hash queries, (2). Collisions on the partial tran-
780scripts:ððCIDi; C1; C3; C4Þ; ðC5; C7; C8ÞÞ: According to the
781birthday-paradox, we have

jPr½E2� � Pr½E1�j4 q2h
2lþ1

þ ðqs þ qeÞ2
2p

: (2)
783783

784

785Game E3. We simulate this experiment just like the
786prevalent game, the only difference is the termination of
787protocol in case of A correctly guesses the authentication
788elements C4 and C8 without querying the random oracle.
789This experiment is indistinguishable from the previous
790experiment except that the instance Ui (or Sj) refuses a
791correct authentication element. Therefore, we have

jPr½E3� � Pr½E2�j4 qs
2l
: (3)

793793

794

795Game E4. In this experiment, the SK is guessed with-
796out querying the corresponding random oracle, i.e., the
797session key is independent from K ¼ TuvðxÞ and H.
798Accordingly, this experiment is indistinguishable from
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799 the previous game except that A queries from random
800 oracle H on ðIDijjCIDijjB0jjBnew

0 jjC2jjKÞ; where K ¼
801 CMCDHðC1; C5Þ ¼ TuvðxÞ: Therefore, we have

jPr½E4� � Pr½E3�j 4 qhAdv
CMCDH
A ðt0Þ þ qh

2l
; (4)

803803

804 where t04tþ ðqs þ qe þ 1ÞTc. This experiment simulates
805 the execution taking the advantage of random self reduc-
806 ibility of CMCDH problem. In order to simulate, A
807 queries the random tuple hTuðxÞ; T’ðxÞi from correspond-
808 ing H oracle to compute CDHðTuðxÞ; T’ðxÞÞ ¼ Tu’ðxÞ;
809 where u;’ 2R Z�

p. This experiment simulates B0 without
810 querying theH oracle and getting s.
811 Game E5. This experiment is similar to the prevalent
812 experiment, but the only difference is the Test query, this
813 experiment is terminated if A queries a hash H query
814 with ðIDijjCIDijjB0jjBnew

0 jjC2jjTuvðxÞÞ: Therefore, A has
815 the ability to obtain SK by asking H query with

816maximum probability of
q2
h

2lþ1 . Moreover, if the
817CorrupðU; 2Þ query is asked, then CorruptðU; 1Þ and
818CorruptðU; 3Þ cannot be asked. In the case of allowing qs
819times Send-queries for online guessing, the probability of
820getting password is at most C0 � qs0s according to [39].
821In addition, perfect forward security is also consid-
822ered in this scenario. In the light of the definition of fresh-
823ness, A can query CorruptðIkÞ query after querying
824TestðIkÞ query. Thus, the obsolete transcripts are
825employed in the old experiments. The probability of get-

826ting TuvðxÞ is: ðqsþqeÞ2
2p at most. Therefore, we have

jPr½E5� � Pr½E4�j4C0 � qs0s þ q2h
2lþ1

þ ðqs þ qeÞ2
2p

: (5)

827If A fails to ask any H query with the valid input, then
828there is no advantage for this experiment to distinguish
829the real SK with the session key of the same size made
830from the random value . Therefore, we have Pr½E5� ¼ 1

2 .
831Finally, according to Game E0-E5 and Lemma 1, we

832have AdvAKA
CM3FAKAP;DðAÞ42C0 � qs0s þ

ðqsþqhþq2
h
Þ

2l�1 þ 2ðqsþqeÞ2
p

833þ2qhAdv
CMCDH
A ðt0Þ: tu

834Remark 3. The Canetti and Krawczyk (CK) model [60]
835allows partial/empheral information leakage. CK model
836is suitable for authentication and key exchange (AKE)
837protocols, but not suitable for analyzing password-based
838authentication protocols. In AKE protocols, it means that
839both sides of the communication have a digital certificate
840(i.e., a private key with high entropy), while password-
841based authentication schemes like ours are cryptographic
842protocols that use memorable low entropy password in
843order to eliminate the management problem of digital cer-
844tificates. If password-based authentication protocols are
845analyzed with the CKmodel (i.e., temporary key informa-
846tion can be disclosed, partial information leakage), they
847cannot resist offline password guessing attack. Therefore,
848the BPR2000 model [57], Bresson et al.’s model [58], and
849the model of Wang et al. [39] are widely used to analyze
850the password-based authentication schemes [2], [3], [39]
851(and our proposed protocol).

8524.2 Security Analysis Based on Evaluation Criteria

853We will now evaluate the security of the proposed protocol,
854based on the evaluation criteria and adversary model pre-
855sented in Section 2.

8564.2.1 Timely Password Typo Detection

857In the login phase of both protocols of Li et al. and Zhu
858et al., SCi has no capability to verify the login activity of
859any user until it is detected by S. However, the login phase
860of our protocol checks the password’s validity by verifying
861whether W 0

i ¼? Wi after inputting fIDi; PWi;BIOig. If these
862are found to be valid, then SCi submits the request mes-
863sage to the server. Otherwise, it aborts this session. By
864doing so, our protocol reduces the communication and
865computation cost in the event of incorrect inputs or the
866attack triggered by an illegitimate user. Accordingly, the
867timely password typo detection is successfully handled by
868the proposed protocol.

Fig. 4. Simulation of the random oracles, the Send, Execute, Corrupt,
Reveal and Test-queries.
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869 4.2.2 User-Anonymity and Un-Traceability

870 In the proposed protocol, there is no identity information to
871 be transmitted through the public channel or to be stored in
872 the user’s smart-card. Therefore, the adversary may only
873 obtain user’s identity during the communication session.
874 Suppose that A extracts all parameters fCIDi;B1;Wi; ti;
875 TsðxÞ; x; n0; Hð�Þ; H0ð�Þg stored in SCi, and obtains
876 fCIDi; C1; C3; C4g; fC5; C7; C8g from Ui and S by eavesdrop-
877 ping. CIDi can be calculated by a one-way function and is
878 updated during every session. C3 ¼ ðIDijjB0Þ �H0ðC2Þ is
879 variable because C2 is random. C4 ¼ HðIDijjCIDijjB0jj
880 C2jjC3Þ is also variable and is secure due to the use of a one-
881 way function. Therefore, A is unable to derive or to trace
882 the user’s identity IDi. Thus, the proposed protocol ensures
883 user anonymity and un-traceability.

884 4.2.3 Privileged Insider Attack

885 During the registration step of the proposed protocol, Ui

886 only sends IDi to S without any information relating to the
887 password or biometrics. Then, S sends B0 and a new smart-
888 card SCi to Ui. After receiving SCi and B0, Ui activates SCi

889 by providing PWi and BIOi that are only known to Ui.
890 Finally, U has SCi with the new parameters. Observing all
891 parameters stored in SCi, we find that PWi is not available
892 in plaintext but is secure due to the use of a one-way func-
893 tion. Moreover, it is also hard for A to retrieve the user’s
894 biometrics. Therefore, the presented protocol provides resis-
895 tance to privileged insider attacks.

896 4.2.4 Key-Compromise User Impersonation Attack

897 In the proposed protocol, even if the long-term private key s
898 of S is revealed to A, A will not be able to impersonate the
899 legitimate user Ui to S. This is because A is unable to obtain
900 the value of B0 to forge the login request message C4. B0

901 can be computed by two ways: (1) The legitimate user can
902 calculate it because she knows fIDi; PWi;B1; CIDig and can
903 retrieve si. (2) The server is able to compute it due to knowl-
904 edge of fei; rig and s. However, it is computationally chal-
905 lenging for A to obtain these key parameters. Thus, A has
906 no capability to impersonate the user to S. Accordingly, the
907 presented protocol is resilient to such attack.

908 4.2.5 Server Impersonation Attack

909 To impersonate the serverS, A has to compute valid
910 fC5; C7; C8g. Since C7 ¼ ðCIDnew

i jjBnew
0 Þ �HðC6jjB0Þ and

911 C8 ¼ HðIDijjCIDijjB0jjBnew
0 jjC2jjSKsÞ are computed by

912 fB0; IDi;CID
new
i ;Bnew

0 g and protected by a one-way function,
913 A must know these key parameters or to guess correct value
914 within polynomial time. To obtain these key parameters, A
915 needs to have fIDi; s; rig: However, it is computationally
916 infeasible for A to guess these private parameters within
917 polynomial time, and the proposed protocol preserves user
918 anonymity according to Section 4.2.2. Therefore, A is unable
919 to compute valid response message, and hence the proposed
920 protocol is resilient to server impersonation attacks.

921 4.2.6 Password-Guessing-Attack

922 In the presented CM3FAKAP, we suppose that A eaves-
923 drops all messages over the public channel and is capable of

924stealing biometrics of the user and extracting all parameters
925from the user’s smart card. Therefore, we analyze the pass-
926word-guessing-attack from two aspects: (i). Off-line guess-
927ing attack: On the one hand, we assume that the user’s
928identity IDi is anonymous. Then, A retrieves si and guesses
929fID0

i; PW
0
ig from dictionary guessing space. Afterwards, A

930will be able to compute the related parameter VPW 0
i ¼

931HðPW 0
i jjID0

ijjCIDijjsiÞ, and compute W 0
i ¼ HððHðID0

iÞ �
932VPW 0

iÞ mod n0Þ. Subsequently, A checks whether W 0
i ¼Wi.

?

933Finally,A repeats the above steps until she correctly guesses
934the identity and password. Clearly, A can guess the related
935ID0

i and PW 0
i , which satisfy W 0

i ¼? Wi within a polynomial
936time. The reduced guessing size of identity and password

937space is presented as jDIDj�jDPW j
n0

, where 24 � n0 � 28, DID

938and DPW refer to the guessing space of identity and pass-
939word, respectively. However, A is not able to guess the cor-
940rect identity and password for obtaining B0 ¼ B1 � VPWi

941�si, because
jDIDj�jDPW j

n0
	 232 is large enough when jDIDj ¼

942jDPW j ¼ 106 and n0 ¼ 28. On the other hand, the user’s iden-
943tity IDi may have been compromised by A. However, A is
944still powerless to guess the correct password PWi, because
945there exists jDPW j

n0
	 212 password candidates that satisfy the

946equation Wi¼HððHðIDiÞ � VPW 0
iÞ mod n0Þ. Therefore, no

947matter jDIDj�jDPW j
n0

	 232 or jDPW j
n0

	 212, the attacker can’t find

948the real treasure through off-line guessing.
949In order to obtain the correct password from the remain-
950ing password candidates, A can only launch the following
951on-line guessing attack. (ii). On-line guessing attack: To trig-
952ger this attack, A needs to guess the correct IDi and PWi

953pair from the guessing space of the reduced size jDIDj�jDPW j
n0

	
954232 (jDPW j

n0
	 212 is practically large enough [39] when IDi is

955not a secret). To pass the authentication of server S, A must
956have extracted the key parameter B0. Moreover, A must be
957verified by the server within a limited communication dura-
958tion, which is the fixed threshold value N0 ¼ 5. However,

959since jDIDj�jDPW j
n0�N0

	 230 
 N0 and jDPW j
n0�N0

	 210 
 N0, it is com-

960putationally hard for A to obtain the correct password and
961identity online with only N0 chances.
962Therefore, password-guessing-attack is impractical for
963the proposed protocol, within polynomial time.

9644.2.7 De-Synchronization Attack

965During the update phase, as long as the identity, password and
966biometric pass the verification of the smart card, the user is
967allowed to change the password or biometrics. Thus, the adver-
968sary remains incapable of performing the underlying attack. In
969the login and authentication phase, even if the attacker blocks
970the first message flow, the server is not required to update key
971parameters at the backend database. Thus, this action does not
972influence the consistency of next communications. Although
973the attacker blocks the second messages flow, it also cannot
974influence the consistency of communications between user and
975server, because only when C8 ¼? C�

8 holds, the smart card will
976update the data of smart card. Thus, the proposed protocol can
977resist de-synchronization attacks.

9784.2.8 Replay Attack

979Assume that A has obtained the login request message
980fCIDi; C1; C3; C4g of the previous session through some
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981 public channel. If A replays fCIDi; C1; C3; C4g to S, then S
982 verifies C4. Since fCIDi;B0g are updated in every succes-
983 sive session, C4 is also changed to Cnew

4 each time. Therefore,
984 the older C4 cannot be verified by the server during the cur-
985 rent session. Otherwise, if A replays fC5; C7; C8g to Ui, then
986 the older message C8 also cannot be verified by Ui during
987 the current session. Therefore, the proposed protocol can
988 resist replay attacks.

989 4.2.9 Session-Specific Temporary Information Attack

990 In the proposed protocol, if all temporary information
991 u; v; ei are compromised, then A can compute C2; C6. To
992 reveal SK ¼ HðIDijjCIDijjB0jjBnew

0 jjC2jjC6Þ, A needs to cal-
993 culate fB0; B

new
0 g and to know the correct IDi. Since A has

994 no way of figuring out the correct fB0; B
new
0 g computed by

995 using the long-term private key s of the server. Therefore,
996 the proposed protocol is resilient to session-specific tempo-
997 rary information attacks.

998 4.2.10 Man-in-the-Middle Attack

999 In the presented protocol, we suppose that A intercepts and
1000 blocks the login request message fCIDi; C1; C3; C4g, the
1001 challenge message fC5; C7; C8g, and extracts all parameters
1002 of SCi. To be successful in the man-in-middle attack, A has
1003 to forge the new message flow ffCID�

i ; C
�
1 ; C

�
3 ; C

�
4g; fC�

5 ;
1004 C�

7 ; C
�
8gg or to replay the previous message flow. As dis-

1005 cussed earlier, the proposed protocol can resist impersona-
1006 tion attacks and replay attacks. Therefore, A is not capable
1007 of been authenticated by both user and server. Hence, the
1008 proposed protocol is resilient to man-in-middle attacks.

1009 4.2.11 Mutual Authentication

1010 In the proposed protocol, S authenticates Ui by verifying
1011 whether C�

4 ¼ C4, while Ui authenticates S by checking
1012 whether C�

8 ¼ C8. After mutual authentication, Ui and S
1013 negotiate a common session key SK. Thus, the proposed
1014 protocol achieves secure mutual authentication.

1015 4.2.12 Perfect Forward Secrecy

1016 This feature states that even if PWi and BIOi of Ui and all
1017 secret keys of S are revealed to A, all prior session keys
1018 must remain secure. Let us suppose that all private keys
1019 fs; ri; eig of S and fPWi;BIOig of Ui are compromised, and
1020 A extracts fCIDi;B1;Wi; ti; TsðxÞ; x; n0; Hð�Þ; H0ð�Þg stored
1021 in the smart card and eavesdrops and obtains ffCIDi;
1022 C1; C3; C4g; fC5; C7; C8gg. Then, A can figure out C2 ¼
1023 TsðC1Þ and ðIDijjB0Þ ¼ C3 �H0ðC2Þ. However, to compute
1024 the previous session key SK ¼ HðIDijjCIDijjB0jjBnew

0 jjC2jj
1025 C6Þ; A needs to know C6 ¼ TuðC5Þ ¼ TvðC1Þ. However, it is
1026 computationally infeasible for A to extract random number u
1027 fromC1 or v fromC5 and to calculateC6 due to the intractability
1028 of CMDLP and CMCDHP . Thus, even if all secret parameters
1029 are compromised, A is not capable of computing SK. There-
1030 upon, the proposed protocol achieves perfect forward secrecy.

1031 4.2.13 Efficient Update Phase

1032 In both protocols of Zhu et al. [22] and Li et al. [24], to update
1033 the user’s password or biometric, the user is required to
1034 communicate with the server. This has implications on the

1035communication and computation cost. However, in the pro-
1036posed protocol, Ui can update her password or biometrics
1037only by interacting with SCi. Moreover, S does not need to
1038participate in update phase. Hence, this reduces the associ-
1039ated communication and computation cost.

10404.2.14 Three-Factor Security

1041It is known that any three-factor AKA protocol P incorpo-
1042rates three features including password, smart-card and
1043biometric. This implies that P is different from the single-
1044factor and two-factor AKA protocol. We now let A obtain
1045any two of the three factors. According to the previous anal-
1046ysis, B0 ¼ B1 � VPWi � si is the key parameter to launch
1047any attack and compute the session key. Thus, in this sec-
1048tion, we will explain why A cannot compute B0 in any of
1049these combinations of knowledge: password and smart-
1050card, password and biometric, biometric and smart-card.

1051– Case I: Although A knows the password and can
1052extract all parameters in the smart card, she still can-
1053not compute B0 ¼ B1 � VPWi � si to forge the valid
1054login message without having access to biometric
1055information si.
1056– Case II: Even if A obtains password and biometric
1057information without the smart card, she cannot com-
1058pute B0 without B1, because B0 ¼ B1 � VPWi � si

1059and B1 are stored in the smart-card.
1060– Case III: Although A has both biometric information
1061and the smart card, she cannot compute VPWi with-
1062out knowing the correct PWi. So A is unable to com-
1063pute B0 ¼ B1 � VPWi � si.
1064Therefore, the proposed protocol achieves three-factor
1065security, which is very vital for the three-factor authentica-
1066tion protocols.

10675 COMPARATIVE SUMMARY: SECURITY AND

1068PERFORMANCE

1069To demonstrate the good balance of the proposed AKA pro-
1070tocol in security and usability, this section provides a com-
1071parative measurement of the security, computation and
1072communication cost of Islam et al. [4], Wazid et al. [2], Tsai
1073et al. [29], Roy et al. [3], Liu et al. [21], Zhu et al. [22], Jiang
1074et al. [23]’s AKA protocols and the proposed protocol.

10755.1 Security Comparison

1076Now we use the evaluation metric introduced in Section 2.4
1077to perform an objective comparison of our new protocol
1078with seven state-of-the-art protocols. The comparison
1079results of [2], [3], [4], [21], [22], [23], [29] and the presented
1080protocol are depicted in Table 3.
1081In schemes in [2], [3], [4] and [22], smart cards store an
1082explicit password validation parameter, these protocols
1083cannot resist off-line password guessing attacks. While
1084there is no password validation parameters in [21] and
1085[29], this will lead to denial of service attack. The scheme
1086in [3] uses only three chaotic operations, unfortunately, it
1087still fails to provide perfect forward security when long-
1088term private key leaks. Despite the use of elliptic curve
1089cryptography in [29], this protocol stores a key in storage
1090device, which directly results in the failure of forward

QIU ET AL.: PRACTICAL AND PROVABLY SECURE THREE-FACTOR AUTHENTICATION PROTOCOL BASED ON EXTENDED CHAOTIC-MAPS... 11
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1091 secrecy protection. In [21], it can not provide anonymity
1092 due to the transmission of plaintext identity on public
1093 channels, and it also can not resist clock synchronization
1094 attacks. Since these AKA protocols [2], [3], [4], [21] and
1095 [22] are unable to resist off-line password guessing attack,
1096 they cannot provide three-factor secrecy directly. The
1097 scheme in [29] can resist off-line password guessing attack,
1098 but it can not resist key-compromised impersonation
1099 attack and can not provide forward secrecy. Jiang et al.’s
1100 protocol [23] is prone to key compromise user impersona-
1101 tion attack and clock synchronization attack.
1102 In Table 3, we summarize the evaluation statistics of
1103 security indicators about each protocol. Islam et al.’s proto-
1104 col [4] is vulnerable to off-line password guessing attacks
1105 and key-compromise user impersonation attacks, and can-
1106 not provide smart-card revocation. So, based on security
1107 evaluation criteria of Table 2, Islam et al.’s protocol [4] does
1108 not fulfill EC6; EC7; EC11 and EC12. Wazid et al.’s protocol
1109 [2] can neither resist off-line password guessing attack, ses-
1110 sionspecific temporary information attack and clock Syn-
1111 chronization attack, nor provide three-factor security and
1112 smartcard revocation function. That is, [2] does not achieve
1113 EC6; EC7; EC10; EC11 and EC12. Similarly, Tsai et al.’s proto-
1114 col [29] does not provide EC5; EC7; EC11; EC12 and EC13,
1115 and Roy et al.’s protocol [3] does not satisfy
1116 EC6; EC7; EC10; EC12 and EC13. In a nutshell, by observing
1117 Table 3, we can deduce that the presented protocol is the
1118 only one that is immune to various known attacks and
1119 achieves the desirable security and usability goals.

11205.2 Computation and Communication
1121Cost Comparison

1122To analyze the computational complexity of login and
1123authentication step, the lightweight operations including
1124exclusive-OR and string concatenation operation are omit-
1125ted. For better presentation, the following additional nota-
1126tions are used, i.e., Tc is the computational time for the
1127extended chaotic-maps, Tm is the computational time for
1128executing an elliptic curve point multiplication, Ta is the
1129computational time for executing an elliptic curve point
1130addition, Ts is the computational time for symmetric cryp-
1131tography operation, Th is the computational time for operat-
1132ing a one-way hash operation.
1133The cost of server-end and user-end required for the pro-
1134tocols in login and authentication phase is presented in
1135Table 4. The total computational cost required in the pro-
1136posed protocol during login and authentication phase is
113718Th þ 6Tc. Also, we can observe that the proposed protocol
1138requires slightly more computational cost, as compared to
1139the other protocols. This is because of the additional func-
1140tionalities and better security (i.e. trade-off between security
1141and usability). To measure the communication cost in the
1142login and authentication phase, we use the length of the
1143security parameter as follows: the length of each component
1144of the function GENð�Þ output is 80 bits, the length of the
1145user identity is 160 bits, the bit length of the prime number
1146p is 256 bits, the bit length of the random number is 128 bits,
1147the length of an elliptic curve point is 160 bits, the output
1148length of the hash function (SHA-160) is 160 bits, the length

TABLE 3
Security Comparison Among Relevant Three-Factor AKA Protocols

Protocols Evaluation Criteria Assumption
EC1 EC2 EC3 EC4 EC5 EC6 EC7 EC8 EC9 EC10 EC11 EC12 EC13

Roy et al. (2018)[3] @ @ @ @ @ � � @ @ � @ � � CMCDHP
Islam et al. (2018)[4] @ @ @ @ @ � � @ @ @ � � @ ECCDHP
Wazid et al. (2017)[2] @ @ @ @ @ � � @ @ � � � @ ECCDHP
Liu et al. (2016)[21] � @ � @ � � @ @ @ � � � @ CMCDHP
Jiang et al. (2016)[23] @ @ @ @ @ @ � @ @ � @ @ @ CMCDHP
Zhu et al. (2015)[22] � @ @ @ @ � � @ @ @ @ � @ CMCDHP
Tsai et al. (2013)[29] @ @ @ @ � @ � @ @ @ � � � ECCDHP
Our protocol @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ CMCDHP

@ means the property is satisfied; � means the property is not satisfied; � means the property is not considered; ECCDHP means Elliptic Curve Computational
Diffie-Hellman Problem; CMCDHP means Chaotic-Maps Computational Diffie-Hellman Problem.

TABLE 4
Summary of Computational Cost in the Login and Authentication Phase

Protocols Computational cost CC CR
User(smart-card) Server Total

Roy et al. (2018)[3] 9Th þ 2Tc 6Th þ Tc 15Th þ 3Tc 960 bits 2
Islam et al. (2018)[4] 7Th þ 2Tm þ Ts 5Th þ 2Tm þ Ts 12Th þ 4Tm þ 2Ts 768 bits 3
Wazid et al. (2017)[2] 8Th þ 2Tm 5Th þ 4Tm þ 2Ta 13Th þ 6Tm þ 2Ta 1140 bits 3
Liu et al. (2016)[21] 6Th þ 3Tc 6Th þ 3Tc 12Th þ 6Tc 1280 bits 3
Jiang et al. (2016)[23] 6Th þ 3Tc 5Th þ 3Tc 11Th þ 6Tc 768 bits 2
Zhu et al. (2015)[22] 4Th þ 2Tc 6Th þ 2Tc 10Th þ 4Tc 736 bits 2
Tsai et al. (2013)[29] 5Th þ Tm 5Th þ 3Tm 10Th þ 4Tm 960 bits 3
Our protocol 10Th þ 3Tc 8Th þ 3Tc 18Th þ 6Tc 1376 bits 2

CC means Communication Cost; CR means Number of Communication Message Flows. Some lightweight operations like exclusive-OR and “jj” are ignored.
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1149 of the ciphertext of the symmetric encryption/decryption
1150 algorithm is 128 bits and the bit length of the timestamp is
1151 16 bits. The total communication cost of our protocol is (160
1152 +128+320+160)+(128+160�2+160)=1376 bits. From Table 4,
1153 we can observe that existing protocols cost slightly less com-
1154 munication than our protocol. But our protocol only needs
1155 two communication message flows, while [2], [4], [21] and
1156 [29] need three flows.
1157 However, in summary, the proposed AKA protocol is
1158 best suitable for three-factor authentication and key agree-
1159 ment with regard of the trade-off between security and
1160 usability for mobile lightweight devices.

1161 6 CONCLUSION

1162 In this paper, we have designed a new chaotic-maps-based
1163 AKAprotocol by adopting the techniques of “Fuzzy-Verifiers”
1164 and “Honeywords”, and then prove its security from formal
1165 and evaluation criteria-based security analysis. The security
1166 analysis results indicate that the proposed AKA protocol is
1167 capable to achieve semantic security and meet the 13 evalua-
1168 tion criteria (EC1-EC13). By comparing the security, computa-
1169 tion and communication costs of our protocol with the state-
1170 of-the-art protocols, we show that our new protocol is more
1171 practical for mobile lightweight devices. Its design ideas are
1172 generic and can be used as a guideline to build AKA protocols
1173 with a good balance of security and usability. Our future work
1174 is to develop concrete three-factor AKA protocols with robust
1175 security and high efficiency for scenarios where more than
1176 three or four parties are involved (e.g., cloud computing and
1177 edge computing environments).
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Abstract—This appendix file consists of one part. In the Appendix A, we simulate the proposed protocol using AVISPA. The simulation results
show that the proposed protocol is secure against the active and passive attacks under the Dolev-Yao model.
Index Terms—Appendix file.
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APPENDIX A: SECURITY VERIFICATION OF THE
PROPOSED PROTOCOL USING AVISPA
In this Appendix, we simulate the proposed protocol using
AVISPA. AVISPA (Automated Validation of Internet Secu-
rity Protocols and Applications) is a button software tool
and widely accepted for automatically validating Internet
security sensitive protocols and applications [1]. AVISPA
supports high-level protocol specification language called
HLPSL, which is usually used to provide formal security
verification for the simulated protocol. The simulation re-
sults of AVISPA can verify whether the simulated protocol
is secure against active and passive attacks. Now, we first
describe the proposed protocol using HLPSL, and then
execute the HLPSL specifications using SPAN. Lastly, the
simulation results are presented.

HLPSL Specification of the Proposed Protocol

In this section, we translate the protocol into HLPSL lan-
guage, and provide the standardized descriptions of user,
server, session, environment and goal roles under HLPSL
language (See Section , Section and Section for details). In
the simulation, the following eight security goals and two
authentication properties were verified.
Goal 1: The secrecy_of subs1 means that IDi is kept
secret to (Ui, S).
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Goal 2: The secrecy_of subs2 means that PWi, u and
σi are kept secret to Ui only.
Goal 3: The secrecy_of subs3 means that B0 is kept
secret to (Ui, S).
Goal 4: The secrecy_of subs4 means that random key
parameters {C2, C6} are kept secret to (Ui, S).
Goal 5: The secrecy_of subs5 means that the negoti-
ated session key SKu is known by (Ui, S).
Goal 6: The secrecy_of subs6 means that the secret key
s and the secret parameter ri are permanently kept secret,
known to only S.
Goal 7: The secrecy_of subs7 means that the the ran-
dom number v is only known to S.
Goal 8: The secrecy_of subs8 means that the negoti-
ated session key SKs is known by (Ui, S).
Authentication Property 1: The authentication_on
alice_server_c2 means that Ui generates u and
compute C2. If S can computes C2 by making use of the
login request message C1 and successfully verify C4, then
it authenticates Ui.
Authentication Property 2: The authentication_on
server_alice_c6 means that S generates v. If Ui can
compute C6 by making use of the respond message C5

and successfully verify C8, then it authenticates S.

Role specification of Ui in HLPSL
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
role alice(Ui,S:agent,SKas:symmetric_key,
SKsa:symmetric_key,H,Chao,GEN,REP:hash_func,
Snd,Rcv:channel(dy))
played_by Ui
def= local State:nat,IDi,PWi,VPWi,BIOi,SIGi,TAUi,
N0,CIDi,B0,B1,Ts,X,Wi,UUi,C2,C6,CIDiN,B0N:text,
C1,C3,C4,C5,C7,C8,SKu:message,
Inc:hash_func
const alice_server,server_alice,subs1,subs2,
subs3,subs4,subs5,subs6,subs7,subs8:protocol_id
init State:=0
transition
1.State=0/\Rcv(start)=|>
State’:=1
/\IDi’:=new()/\Snd({IDi’}_SKas)
/\secret({IDi},subs1,{Ui,S})
2.State=1/\Rcv({Ts’.X’.CIDi’.B0’}_SKsa)=|>
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State’:=2
/\PWi’:=new()/\SIGi’:=GEN(BIOi)/\TAUi’:=GEN(BIOi)
/\VPWi’:=H(PWi’.IDi.CIDi’.SIGi’)
/\Wi’:=H(xor(H(IDi),VPWi’).N0)
/\B1’:=xor(B0’,VPWi’,SIGi’)/\UUi’:=new()
/\C1’:=Chao(UUi’.X’)/\C2’:=Chao(C1’.Ts)
/\C3’:=xor(IDi,C2’)/\C4’:=H(IDi.CIDi’.B0’.C2’.C3’)
/\Snd(CIDi’.C1’.C3’.C4’)
/\secret({PWi’,UUi’,SIGi’},subs2,Ui)
/\secret({B0’},subs3,{Ui,S})
/\witness(Ui,S,alice_server_c2,C2’)
3.State=2/\Rcv(C5’.C7’.C8’)=|>
State’:=3
/\C6’:=Chao(C1.C5’)/\B0N’:=xor(C7’,H(C6’.B0))
/\SKu’:=H(IDi.CIDi.B0.B0N’.C2.C6’)
/\secret({C2,C6},subs4,{Ui,S})
/\secret({SKu},subs5,{Ui,S})
end role
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

Role specification of S in HLPSL
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
role server(S,Ui:agent,SKas:symmetric_key,
SKsa:symmetric_key,H,Chao,GEN,REP:hash_func,Snd,
Rcv:channel(dy))
played_by S
def= local State:nat,
SS,Ri,CIDi,Ei,IDi,VS,B0,Ts,X,C2,C6,EiN,CIDiN,
B0N:text,C1,C3,C4,C5,C7,C8,SKs:message,
Inc:hash_func
const alice_server,server_alice,subs1,subs2,
subs3,subs4,subs5,subs6,subs7,subs8:protocol_id
init State:=0
transition
1.State=0/\Rcv({IDi’}_SKas)=|>
State’:=1
/\Ei’:=new()/\Ri’:=new()/\CIDi’:=H(IDi’.Ei’)
/\B0’:=H(IDi’.SS.Ri’.CIDi’)/\Ts’:=new()/\X’:=new()
/\Snd({Ts’.X’.CIDi’.B0’}_SKsa)
/\secret({SS,Ri’},subs6,S)
2.State=1/\Rcv(CIDi’.C1’.C3’.C4’)=|>
State’:=2
/\C2’:=Chao(Ts.C1’)/\IDi’:=xor(C3’,C2’)
/\B0’:=H(IDi’.SS.Ri.CIDi’)/\EiN’:=new()
/\CIDiN’:=H(IDi’.EiN’)/\B0N’:=H(IDi’.SS.Ri.CIDiN’)
/\VS’:=new()/\C5’:=Chao(VS’.X)/\C6’:=Chao(C5’.C1’)
/\C7’:=xor(B0N’,H(C6’.B0’))
/\SKs’:=H(IDi’.CIDi’.B0’.B0N’.C2’.C6’)
/\C8’:=H(IDi’.CIDi’.B0’.B0N’.C2’.SKs’)
/\witness(S,Ui,server_alice_c6,C6’)
/\secret({VS’},subs7,S)/\secret({SKs’},subs8,{Ui,S})
/\Snd(C5’.C7’.C8’)
end role
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

Specification of the session, environment, and goal in
HLPSL
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
role session(S,Ui:agent,SKas:symmetric_key,
SKsa:symmetric_key,H,Chao,GEN,REP:hash_func)
def=local SI,SJ,RI,RJ:channel(dy)
composition
alice(Ui,S,SKas,SKsa,H,Chao,GEN,REP,SI,RI)
/\server(Ui,S,SKas,SKsa,H,Chao,GEN,REP,SJ,RJ)
end role
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
role environment()
def=const ui,s:agent,
skas:symmetric_key,sksa:symmetric_key,h,chao,gen,
rep:hash_func,idi,pwi,bioi,wi,taui,n0,b0,b1,ts,x,
wi,c1,c2,c3,c4,c5,c6,c7,c8,cidi,cidin,ein,b0n,ska,
sks:text,alice_server_c2,server_alice_c6,subs1,subs2,
subs3,subs4,subs5,subs6,subs7,subs8:protocol_id
intruder_knowledge={ui,s,h,chao,gen,rep,cidi,b1,wi,
taui,ts,x,n0,c1,c3,c4,c5,c7,c8}
composition
session(ui,s,skas,sksa,h,chao,gen,rep)
/\session(s,ui,skas,sksa,h,chao,gen,rep)

end role
goal
secrecy_of subs1 secrecy_of subs2 secrecy_of subs3
secrecy_of subs4 secrecy_of subs5 secrecy_of subs6
secrecy_of subs7 secrecy_of subs8
authentication_on alice_server_c2
authentication_on server_alice_c6
end goal
environment()
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

Fig. 1. Simulation result of the proposed protocol under
OFMC model

Fig. 2. Simulation result of the proposed protocol under CL-
AtSe mode

Simulation Results

In order to test the security of the proposed protocol by
using of SPAN (Security Protocol ANimator for AVISPA)
[2], our experimental environment is Inter(R) Core(TM)
i5-5200U CPU@2.20GHz, RAM8.00+4.00GB, SPAN-Ubuntu
10.10-light, Ubuntu (32-bit), virtual machine memory 2GB.
Since the OFMC (On-the-Fly-Model-Checker) and CL-AtSe
(Constraint-Logic-based Attack Searcher) models accept
Diffie Hellman and XOR operations, we use them to
simulate the proposed protocol. After the implementation
of OFMC and CL-ATSE, the simulation results of the
proposed protocol are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. It can be
observe that in the OFMC model, the search depth is 4, 18
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nodes are accessed, the analysis time is almost 0 second,
the search time is 0.63 second, and the simulation result
shows SAFE; in the CL-ATSE model, two states are
analyzed, where the translation takes 0.16 second and the
computation time is almost 0 second, and the simulation
result shows SAFE. Therefore, the simulation results show
that the proposed protocol is secure against the active and
passive attacks under the Dolev-Yao model [3].
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